The purpose of this note is to show that the finite section method for a band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients is stable if and only if the operator is invertible. This result generalizes the classical stability criterion for the finite section method for band Toeplitz operators (= the case of constant coefficients).
Introduction and results
Let l 2 (Z) and l 2 (N) refer to the usual Hilbert spaces of squared summable functions on the integers Z and on the non-negative integers N, respectively. We identify l 2 (N) with a closed subspace of l 2 (Z) in the obvious way, and we denote by P and Q the orthogonal projections from l 2 (Z) onto l 2 (N) and onto the orthogonal complement of l 2 (N). Thus, Q = I − P .
An operator A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) with matrix representation (a ij ) with respect to the standard basis of l 2 (Z) is a band operator if there is an integer k 0 such that a ij = 0 whenever |i − j | > k. Equivalently, A is a band operator if it can be written as a finite sum In what follows we are interested in band operators with slowly oscillating coefficients a j . By definition, a function a ∈ l ∞ (Z) is slowly oscillating if and we call a function a ∈ l ∞ (N) slowly oscillating if it satisfies the second of these conditions. One reason for the interest in the class of slowly oscillating functions is that its elements are exactly the functions which commute with each shift operator V j modulo a compact operator. For n ∈ N, consider the projection operators
and
The finite section method consists in replacing the operator equation Au = f with A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) by the sequence of the linear systems
The finite section method is called stable if the matrices R n AR n are invertible for sufficiently large n and if the norms of their inverses are uniformly bounded. In this case one also says that the sequence (R n AR n ) is stable. If the finite section method for A is stable, then there is an n 0 ∈ N such that Eq. (1) is uniquely solvable for each right-hand side f ∈ l 2 (Z) and for each n n 0 , and their solutions u n converge to a solution of the equation Au = f in the norm of l 2 (Z). Analogously, the finite section method (P n AP n ) for an operator A ∈ L(l 2 (N)) is defined. A simple necessary condition for the stability of the finite section method of the operator A is the invertibility of A (Theorem 1.20 in [4] ). Our first result says that the invertibility of A is also sufficient for the stability of the finite section method if A is a band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients on l 2 (N). To establish our result for band operators with slowly oscillating coefficients on l 2 (Z), we recall the notions of the plus-index and the minus-index of a Fredholm band-dominated operator introduced in [5] . Let A be a band-dominated operator on l 2 (Z). Then the operators P AQ and QAP are compact (they are of finite rank if A is a band operator), and so are the operators A − (P AP + Q)(P + QAQ) and A − (P + QAQ)(P AP + Q). Hence, a band-dominated operator A is Fredholm if and only if both P AP + Q and P + QAQ are Fredholm operators, and the Fredholm index ind(A) of A is equal to the sum of the Fredholm indices of P AP + Q and P + QAQ. In this case, we call ind + (A) := ind(P AP + Q) and ind − (A) := ind(P + QAQ) the plus-index and the minus-index of A. Evidently,
for every Fredholm band-dominated operator A.
Theorem 1.2. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be a band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients. Then the finite section method (R n AR n ) is stable if and only if the operator A is invertible and if the plus-index of A is zero.
If these conditions are satisfied, then, by (2), the minus-index of A is zero, too. Notice also that for operators with constant coefficients, i.e. for band Laurent opera- The following sections are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
The proof of Theorem 1.1 makes use of the following three devices:
• the limit operator criterion for the Fredholmness of band operators proved in [6] , • a formula for the index of a band operator in terms of the plus-and minus-indices of its limit operators established only recently in [5] , and • the equivalence between the stability of the finite section method of a band operator and the Fredholmness of an associated band operator derived in [7] .
We will sketch these results here as far as they are necessary to understand the idea of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let H stand for the set of all sequences h : N → Z which tend to infinity. An operator A h ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) is called a limit operator of A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) with respect to the sequence h ∈ H if V −h(n) AV h(n) tends * -strongly to A h as n → ∞. The set σ op (A) of all limit operators of a given operator A is the operator spectrum of A. Clearly, the operator spectrum splits into
where σ + (A) and σ − (A) stand for the sets of all limit operators of A which correspond to sequences tending to +∞ and to −∞, respectively. It is also clear that every limit operator of a compact operator is 0 and that every limit operator of a Fredholm operator is invertible. It is a basic result of [6] that the operator spectrum of a band-dominated operator is rich enough in order to guarantee the reverse implications.
Theorem 2.1 [6, Theorems 1 and 8]. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be a band-dominated operator. Then
(a) every sequence h ∈ H possesses a subsequence g such that the limit operator A g exists.
(b) the operator A is compact if and only if σ op (A) = {0}. (c) the operator A is Fredholm if and only if each of its limit operators is invertible and if the norms of their inverses are uniformly bounded. (d) if A is a band operator, then A is Fredholm if and only if each of its limit operators is invertible.
The index result established in [5] reads as follows. Its proof is essentially based upon calculations of the K-groups of the C * -algebra A(Z) and of related ideals. 
Theorem 2.2 [5]. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be a Fredholm band-dominated operator. Then

(b) all operators in σ + (A) have the same plus-index, and all operators in σ − (A) have the same minus-index. (c) for arbitrarily chosen operators B + ∈ σ + (A) and B − ∈ σ − (A),
Of course, if A is Fredholm, then all operators in σ + (A) also have the same minusindex, which follows from (b), from the invertibility of all limit operators of A, and from (2). It is also evident that (b) and (c) are immediate consequences of assertion (a).
Finally, it is not hard to check [7] that the finite section method (R n AR n ) for the operator A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) is stable if and only if the block diagonal operator
considered as acting on l 2 (N), is a Fredholm operator. If A is a band operator, then A is a band operator, too, and Theorem 2.1 applies to study its Fredholmness. Basically, one has to compute the limit operators of A, which leads to the following.
Theorem 2.3 [7, Theorem 3]. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be a band-dominated operator. Then the finite section method (R n AR n ) is stable if and only if the operator A, all operators
and all operators
are invertible on l 2 (Z), and if the norms of their inverses are uniformly bounded. The condition of the uniform boundedness of the inverses is redundant if A is a band operator.
Specifying this result to the case of band operators on l 2 (N) we get the following, where J refers to the unitary operator
and where we define σ + (A) as σ + (P AP + Q).
Theorem 2.4. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (N)) be a band operator. Then the finite section method (P n AP n ) is stable if and only if the operator A and all operators
Now we turn over to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let A ∈ L(l 2 (N)) be a band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients. If the finite section method (P n AP n ) is stable, then A is invertible, as we have already remarked. Let, conversely, A be an invertible operator. We identify A with the operator P AP + Q acting on l 2 (Z). Clearly, this operator is invertible, too. Hence, all limit operators of P AP + Q are invertible by Theorem 2.1. It is easy to check that the part σ − (P AP + Q) of the operator spectrum of P AP + Q consists of the identity operator only. Let A h be a limit operator in σ + (P AP + Q). Since the coefficients of A (hence, the coefficients of P AP + Q) are slowly oscillating, the operator A h is shift invariant (Proposition 30 in [6] ). Thus, there is a trigonometric polynomial a h such that A h = L(a h ). Further, an elementary calculation shows that J QA h QJ = P J L(a h )J P is the Toeplitz operator T ( a h ) whereã(t) := a(1/t) for a function a on the unit circle.
Since the operator A is invertible, the plus-index of P AP + Q is zero. By Theorem 2.2, the plus-and minus-indices of each limit operator of P AP + Q are zero, too. In particular, the index of QA h Q + P (which is the minus-index of A h ) is zero. This implies that the index of J QA h QJ = T ( a h ) is zero, whence the invertibility of T ( a h ) via Coburn's theorem. By Theorem 2.4, the finite section method (P n AP n ) is stable.
Proof of Theorem 1.2, and related results
Let now A ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be a band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients. If the finite section method (R n AR n ) is stable, then A is invertible. Let A h be a limit operator of A which lies in σ + (A). (The existence of such operators follows from Theorem 2.1(a).) Then QA h Q + P is invertible by Theorem 2.3, whence
by Theorem 2.2. Since A is invertible, this implies that ind + (A) = 0.
Let, conversely, A be invertible and ind + (A) = 0, and let A h be a limit operator in σ ± (A). Then also ind − (A) = 0, and we get as above that
Since the limit operators A h are of the form L(a h ) with some trigonometric polynomial a h again, we conclude via Coburn's theorem, that the operators P A h P + Q and QA h Q + P are invertible. This implies the stability of the finite section method (R n AR n ) by Theorem 2.3.
We conclude this short note with two results which can be proved in the same vein. The first one concerns compactly perturbed band operators. 
band operator with slowly oscillating coefficients, and let K ∈ L(l 2 (Z)) be compact. Then the finite section method (R n (A + K)R n ) is stable if and only if the operator A + K is invertible and if the plus-index of A is zero.
The proof is as above. One only has to take into account Theorem 2.1(b) and the obvious fact that A and A + K have the same plus-index.
One subtlety should be mentioned. Every compact operator is a band-dominated operator with slowly oscillating coefficients (in fact, its coefficients have limit zero at ±∞). Thus, if the compact operator K is a band operator itself, then Theorem 3.1 says nothing new when compared with Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
It is still an open question whether Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 3.1 hold for general band-dominated operators A with slowly oscillating coefficients. We only have the following result which holds for band-dominated operators satisfying a Wiener condition in the following sense. We say that a band-dominated operator A = j ∈Z a j V j belongs to the Wiener algebra if j ∈Z a j ∞ < ∞. Clearly, each band operator A is subject to this condition. The point is that, if A is a band-dominated operator in the Wiener algebra, then the assertion (d) of Theorem 2.1 remains valid, i.e. the uniform boundedness of the inverses of the limit operators is again redundant (this is Theorem 8 in [6] ). As a consequence one gets that the results of Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, stated there for band operators, remain valid for operators in the Wiener algebra. So, the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 can be modified in an evident manner to yield the following. 
